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ECONOMIC ASPECTS .OF EDUCATIONAL. PUOTING IN CQENEXION

WITH ECONOMIC AETD SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

By a study group of the INSTITUT D'STEOT W , ;
ECQNOMIQOE ET SOCIAL, Paris, in collaboration with TJriesCO.

1. Bver,.Bin.oe its creation, TJnesco.has devoted muoh effort to. the |

wqrld-wide .development of education, especially in the so-rcalled under

developed countries where the majority of the population is,still,

illiterate, one of the most glaring inequalities existing in the modern

world. Tliese activities not only aim to promote individual and social

progress, but also economio growth. . It is this last aspect which will

: be treated in the present paper. .. ,.

2. It is generally admitted that educational development should be

planned, and that such planning should contribuie to economio evolution.

Illiteracy obviously constitutes an almost insurmountable obstacle in

the advance from a.subsistence to a modern economy and in the path of

those-economics changes required before, accelerated development can

take plaoew Mass communications can r.o doubt overcome these barriers*

the radio, the cinema and images of all kinds suddenly put the. so-

called- traditional socieJ;i';u in touch with the rest of the world and

-, pause.profound changes by diffusing a vastly, greater quantity of

information than that formerly supplied through the oral tradition and

a few spasmodic contacts .wi^h the outside. , . . .

3. But these changes occasion a sudden rise in expectations without

supplying the means tov&rds their fulfilment. They do not Qcr."tribute

to economio development, but manifest themselves rather in the form

of tensions and.imbalances. /..-.■

4. Education is the most important:means of guiding such changes by

diffusing the knowledge and'techniques required if the way of life

and the mode of production within'./the traditional sector are to undergo

mpdifioation, through the-training of skilled.manpower and management

at all the levels necessary to the emergence of a modern sec-tor.
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5» It has often teen observed that economic development programmes do

not achieve their expected results "because of a shortage of the skilled

.manpower to put capital to good:use, which in turn results in slowing

down the programmes and a low level of productivity.

6. These well-known facts underline the importance of education to

economic development and point to the place of Unesoo's contribution

to the combined efforts of the United Nations and its Specialised

Agencies. Moreover, experience acquired over the past 15 years has

made possible the definition of the relationship between education and

the economy as a whole, and their mutual interdependence.

7. Theoretical concepts have evolved in step with action. To sum up

current problems it seems useful briefly to expose important stages

and progress to date*

i'. TH3 EVOLUTION OF IDBAS CONCERNING EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

8. In June 1954, at Montevideo, a General Conference of ttnesoo first

stressed the importance of preparing a number of "major projects" to

be put into execution in 1957-58- These "major projects" were defined

as "... special activities, selected in priority sectors and designed

to yield important ooncrete results with a view to the solution of

urgent problems and through the collaboration of different disciplines"*

One of the three major projects concerns the extension and improvement

of primary education in Latin America, especially in rural areas, over

a period of 10 years.

9. Apart from the collection of reliable statistical data and very

extensive publicity, the chief measures foreseen are:

- the quantitative re-inforoement and qualitative improvement of
primary school teaching staffs, especially in rural schools

(pre-entry and in-service training);

: - instruction for future teacher, trainers at the Inter-Amerioan

Teacher Training School at Eubio (Venezuela)?

- university training for education specialists (administrators,

inspectors, etc.); " ■

- study seminars for leaders in education.
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10. .The preparation- of so ambitious a project underlines the necessity

of going beyond primary eduoation and of planning the entire educational

structure. This was the problem to which the first Inter-American Study

Group on the Overall Planning of Education addressed.itaelf at its-, ...

meeting in Washington, 16-28 June 1958.

11. At this meeting, the overall planning of eduoation was defined as

Ha continuous and methodical process which applies and coordinates social

research methods, the principles and techniques of education, administra

tion, economies and finanoe, with pu"blio participation and the support

of public opinion, within the public as well as the private sphere, in

order to provide for the .population* in accordance with progressive and

clearly-defined stages, such e ducation as will allow each individual to

develop and. to contribute fully to the sooial, cultural and economic deve

lopment of the country."

12. Starting with this definition, the conference worked out an organi

zational scheme designed to assist overall planning.

I. ORGANIZATION OP PLAMTOTG PKOCEDURSS ■"' ■- V- .

A) Preliminary stepsa l) setting up a technical service responsible

for directing the plany 2) definition of major targets) 3) intense.

Publicity campaign in order to gain public support;

and oo-ordination of the. various aspects (qualitative, ...-

Quantitative, administrative,, finanoial) procedures and planriing

techniques at the different stages. - .: ...

B) The stepa . ■

!) First step* Working out the Pro.ieot.

a) Study of the cultural, social, economic and finanoial situa-

; ■ tionj }>) study of the educational situation; «) definition of

e<JipatiQnal needs and problems (qualitative and quantitative ... ...

aspeqts) and projection of possible solutions in the. short,

medium and long run; d), preparation of the draft overall plan,

inoluding targets to be attained and means to be deployed to

this effect, for example: the extension and improvement of edu

oation at all levels; the adaptation of teaching and administrative
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staff "bo the new plans structural reform of the educational system;

detailed examination of the necessary administrative and financial

means to make the plan operational, etc. , . - :

2) Second stept Discussion and adoption of the plan.

This stage calls for public support and collaboration: it .includes-the

survey, of financial resources, legal reform,,, tlie adoption of necessary: . .

administrative reforms and the training of staff required for the plan? s ,..

execution. It should result in- the adoption of the, plan by the. responsible)

official organs. . . . ,_ . . ;-: •■.<*

3) Third step* Execution and Revision of the Plan*

The plan should be carried through in accordance with a precise timetable,

and a detailed'budget and activities programme. During the execution of the

plan, it is important to test the efficiency of certain measures and to evaluate

the plan, -which must allow for adjustments of detail, . _ ....

4) Fourth step: Evaluation and further Planning* " .,:. X

At the end of the planning period, it is Essential: to. make an--overall

evaluation :basod 6ri criteria defined at its outset. To round off this evaluation,

it is desirable to seek international collaboration. The comparison of result

obtained in various countries allows for the sharpening of evaluative criteria*

Ultimately, it is necessary to work out a hew plan, based'on acquired experience,

the evaluation of the rosulis of the previous plan and the revision of targets

in keeping with the now situation and fresh possibilities. — - - ""■-■

II- METSODS

13* The definition of planning draws attention to the importance * of applying,

in a oo-ordinaied manner, all available methods and'techniques* Tnis greatly

preoouppied'the conference, as witness the importance placed on gathering

statistics and on the financial aspect of planning*
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14. From the statistical point of view, the report recommends coverage

of the cultural) social and economic situation in order to ensure the

greates possible degree of^coordination. Such coverage is to include

the degree of illiteracy, the level of education of the population at

large and manpower'reserves (attending sohool, not attending school,

according to level of education and profession.) By drawing up

combined tattles an analysis can be made of the relationship between

economic factors and education by .-comparing general demographic statistics

with breakdowns reflecting .attained levels within the educational system.,

for example: active population classified according to profession, sex .

and level of .-education; sc&ool~age population not attending school

classified according to^the-level of education, profession, the cause,

of drop—out prnon—attendance,, and illiteracy.

15. Concerning financial, needs and resources,- the following are the -

important recommendations.: -t&e -needs of the educational sector must be

determined, by ta&ing i»to: account the increase in population, the r

constant riss in the cost of living, the regular improvement of educational

services .and all other ;f&ctors necessitating-budgetary increases.

Budgetary estimates should relate to the total expenses over;a given

period, taking into account the goals ;,jjejjfor...each level of education .'. .

as-well as ourrerit and; capita! expenditure. Current expenditure budgets

should be prepared for ^several years in advance, on the basis of average

annual cost for --.separate. ;i;t&ms,; so as to permit a degree of flexibility

in application. The. .allocation-of resources to the educational sector

is best calculated as a 'fixed minimum poroentage of national income; it

is further desirable that this figure be raised by at least one per .cent

of national inccire annually*.: The. establishment ;of an Interamerican .;

Educational, F'ujid to finance- certain investments through long-term loans

was-alsQ; suggested* .- ■■'. . • . >: = ■ .■

16. Up to this point, matters were entirely in the hands of. educational

specialists. It was at the International Round-Table in Paris (9-l§

December 1959), organised by the Institut d'Etude du Developperaent Boo-

nomique et Social and the French National Commission for Unesoo, with
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the assistance of Unesco, that educators, economists and sociologists

met for the first time to discuss the relationship "between educational

planning and sooial and economio development (see the special number

of the quarterly Tiers Monde for January-June I960.) The principal

questions raised concerned the share of education in national investment

and public expenditure programmes, its role in meeting economic develop

ment needs through the supply of skills and its task in facilitating

social changes during the phase of rapid growth.

IT- Development planning may be defined as setting growth agents to work

l/ " ' ■ ■ " ■ ■ " ' '■ "n
m optimum combinations*—' These agents are of two kinds: material and

human. Amongst the latter, education plays a oruoial role. The central

problem of economic planning* may therefore be said to reside in the

allocation of resources between competing sectors. The general method

is that of successive estimates. If this method leads to several more

or less' equal solutions,' the choice between them muet "be determined by

social and'"'political" considerations,

18. In his paper, Prof. Bettelheim outlines a model based on three

successive steps, as follows:

1. Examination of the original situation.

This examination includes the quantitative and qualitative assess

ment of resources and needs. It'embraces national income, budgetary

resources, human resources, the education and cultural levels, natural

resources, foreign aid and needs, both satisfied and unsatisfied. Together,

these elements permit the setting'up of "desirable" targets over a given

period.

2. First projection of a "desirable" situation.

a) the pace of desired arid possible economio growth which will allow

a certain level of development to be attained (This level may be measured,

for example, by per capita annual income.)

l/ See paper by C. Bettelheim.
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b)-educational targets which may be determined "by reference to levels

■:■ already, attained where economic development is equal to. that,aimed at

,; by the end of the period in question. The structure as well as the

financial, technical and economic aspects of the educational sector

must "be defined,

c) :technical considerations which woul,d indicate the magnitude of

skilled manpower needs called for by the.level of development and

the eoonomic structure which a country might be expected to possess

at the end of the relevant period, ^his also, allows for the

evaluation of the subsequent growth of needs as a function of a

given rate of development. .. ■;....

d) spontaneous trends which may distort educational resources and

. needs at the end of the. period, in keeping with the considerations

set out above*

e) policy assumptions which would tend to deflect, in a given direct

tionj the- projection of needs, resources and the educational structure

at the end of the period.

In this way, the provisionally selected "e^uoational target" is

arrived at. It remains .to be determined how the original situation

is to.be turned into the "final" situation.

3. The attainment of the chosen target.

ways of attaining the target have already, been sketched

"I.n, ad-ditiopa, -howeverv. certain constraints must be taken into

account.; . .

-internal constraints imposed by technical exigencies giving rise

to chain reactionst for example, the number of teachers to be trained

annually for all levels.

- external constraints imposedby the exigencies of general economic

development whip> engenders temporally,-specific demands (for engineers,

technioians, etc.) limiting the physical and.human resources over

-which the educational sector exoeroises command.
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Compromise "between the imperatives of the "final" target and the

exigencies of general economic development must be met through precise

calculations and successive adjustments. It is in this'manner that

the appropriateness of one or severar possible policies can "be

determined.

The "educational target" and its attainment must each be subjected

to "a priori" as well as "current" control, the latter also serving

to formulate subsequent targets and policies. ■ ; . • :

19. Educational expenditure decisions within a social and economic

development plan possess a dual aspects

A* The origin of educational funds.

It may be said that, as a general rule:

1) contributions from internal resources, that is to say those

derived from fees and other internal sources, diminish?

2) contributions from foreign resources also diminish-;

3) contributions from national resources originating from central

and looal government and private institutions vary:-

- a tendency towards decreasing private contributions has been

noted, especially in countries undergoing very rapid .development;

- the expenditure pattern as between centrarand looal government

almost invariably remains -constant,-With-a.-tendencytowards

rising local government contributions in certain African countries

(e.g. Uganda) and their diminution in certain Asian oountries.

Where a tendency towards the planning of public expenditures

and the rapid expansion of the educational system exists, it has

been found that it is the central government's contribution

which increases the most.

B. Devising Plans for Educational Expenditure. "•"■ ' •

'" ";i 20^ The devising of ja' plan'for educational expenditure-depends

"upon the projection of educational resources. In the under

developed5 countries, :however| ^'situation is such that, in

general, needs far outstrip available finances, which neces

sitates a choice dictated by the amount of the latter. It is
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therefore necessary to seek eoonoraio criteria to govern educa

tional investment. Should optimum social production cost or '

maximum social returns be sought in connexion with a planned

educational system? ■".■-■ ■ ; :

21v Given the rate-of absenteeism and drop-out, the determination

of cost is valid only if calculated not for the number of enrolled

pupils "but for the number of pupils who really benefit from eduoa-

: ,tion, which is to say those who terminate a given course inthe

•normal number of years. The problem therefore lies in the

existence of a1considerable lack of parallel between the financial

means deployed and the results obtained. To seek optimum cost

ia hence equivalent to seeking improved utilization of available

resources. >rIt is a question of choice between various measures

of a pedagogical, psyoho-socio-logioal, political, economic or

other character. ■

22v Thus, if an existing school network which, under current

economic circumstances no longer meets rational needs, iB

examined, operational research enables minimum cost to" be arrived

at. The high cost of small single-class rural sohools with a

very restricted number:of"pupils is due to the underemployment

of teachers (staff costs amounting to some 70 to QOfc of total

operational expenses.) Reforms are possible, either "6y:providing'

daily transport for pupils or-by establishing boarding schoolsi

Cost comparisons indicate the most economic solution. Supposing

that.this turns out to be the establishing of boarding schools, ■' v

it is atill.necessary to take other factors into~aooount^^Sueh : '!l

as *he:contribution to progress which, in certain countries, can

be made by the scatterings of sohools^in small villages and above

all by the presence of the local eohool teacher (who can-'organise

oo-opexativeB, help with agricultural extension schemes etc.) as '

against the, advantages of more centralised facilities promoting

contact between villages and the extension of markets. :;
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23* As for, the determination of■optimum social returns>..the politioal

choice is frequently made "by referenoe to the principal aim ot. a :;;

programme, which may be. eithe^.mass diffusion of fundamental education

or the more intensive training of an elite. If the educational system

is already fairly advanced, an effort must be made to maintain graduates

in jobs desirable, both from their own and from the community's point of

view*" But.the basic oondition for full utilization of intellectual

resources is to inspire the young generation with enthusiasm for national

development. (Paper by %•< Lobel submitted to the Paris Round Table.)

24. The conclusions of the Paris Hound Table emphasise thatr

1) the scope ejid nature of the.problems which education must face

are-unprecedented. While itjia necessary to educate all children,'-

the pace of economic gaxwtfy depends On the -development .of -technical,

secondary, higher a^d -adult education, vhiclr makes it necessary to-"

choose between alternatives and to set up priorities,; '<■ : ;-

2) though it is essential; to create a specialised body competently

staffed to plan educational development as a whole, the preparation

and application o.f that plan should be deoentralised so as to obtain

the support o£ public opinion and of the looal authorities}

3) economic planning techniques should'be applied to educational

planning,; adjusted to conditions within each country and to present

future social changes) . . .

4) the adoption of the educational systems and methods of the

industrialised countries by the under-developed ones is dangerous*

These methods are too costly as well as otherwise inappropriate."

Furthermore, reliance upon such borrowings from modern societies,

implying.the transference^of. selected features out of their context

only gives, rise to ;distortions and profound stresses. It results

in frustration and dissatisfaction* Hence it is necessary to draw •

the leadera1 attention to the. social implications of technological--^

progress and to aim at-the maximum diffusion of elementary instruction

amongst the masses* '.. - '■.■■ .■.■'' ' "
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5) The.Round Ta^jle recommended that full use "be made of all appropriate

techniques, not only through the auxiliary use of audio-visual aids

and the training of. teachers, but: also through the organization of

co-operatives, the extension of the educational functions of trade

unions, the spread of adult education, etc., since the process of

rapid cultural change produces rifts "between generations, the results

of which manifest themselves in.the shape of alienation and juvenile

delinquency in the social sphere, and also make themselves felt in the

economic sphere. . Mass education can reduce these rifts which is why

sociologists recc-inend. a progressive educational effort to planners.

6) While, education.meets individual and social needs, it should also

meet economic one,s« The targets of an educational plan should "be

geared to precise employment projections* .Bask educational level should

prepare young people: to play an active part "both economically and

socially, . . . . ■ ■ W . ~

7) If the ..above conditions are met, eduoation #an be considered as a -

priority investment sector since.it forms the indispensable base to

eoonqmio development. ■.■■-.■•-■. ^

8) Technical assistance .and international aid should.-contribute

significantly to this .transitional phase of accelerated growth. It is, ::

however) essential that such aid promote-mass education rather than ■

merely benefiting an elite.

25» The Paris Round Table demonstrated the help which educators,

economists and sociologists can give each other. The sociologists

are correct in their instance thai society is a whole, of which "both

educational and economic features are but parts.

26. The Paris Hound Table Was held at a time when all the under

developed countries are becoming" aware"' of the importance of the

educational problem and are taking measures to effect reforms and evolve

development programmes. In January- i960, representatives of 15 Asian

countries met in Karachi' to establish a programme for universal

compulsory andfr^e primary education"within twenty years. The aim
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is to, make 20$ of the total population (or 237 million people) literate

by 1980. In February I960, representatives of the Arab States met in

Beirut, and;those of tropical African States in Addis Abeba to discuss

their needs in primary9 secondary, vocational and technical education., .

It transpired, for example, that in tropical Africa, 25 million and not

8 million children should be at school*

27. The General Conference of. Unesco passed a resolution underlining

the relation between .education and economic development (Resolution

8.62 of the eleventh session) :and the Executive Board had before it

in June 1961 a.statement drawn up by four of its members-which made a-,.

detailed declaration on the xole of education in economic and social-;

development. The Executive Soard decided (59/EX/Decis.ions) to authorise,:

the Director-General,,.to..dra^npon/phia declaration as he thought fit ,.

and to establish in the-, department .of Social Sciences an Analysis Uni,t ;

to study the role of education, science, technology and information —

in economic, davelopmen/t*,, £his- Unit has since come into existence;;

and is starting upon.a programme of study and of documentation utilising

both economists in Unesco and outside consultants. A Unit on the. plan— ,

ning of education was also r&oently established in the Department of.

Education. A .manus^ipt is. in -pourse of preparation bringing-together

the results, of UnescoVs^experienoe on the planning of education intended

for the use of Member States.

The .scope o£vfsuch efforts demonstrates the scope of the problems* .'

II - CURRENT PROBLEMS

28. The successive steps described above show the progress made in the

methodology of educational planning and the necessary administrative

structures to put such planning into effect. Such progress, however,

itself raises new problems.

29. Firstly, progress has been partial! though the majority of developing

countries have undertaken to compile projections concerning the expansion

of their educational systems and to calculate their needs in terms of

manpower and money, projection methods still vary considerably from
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country to country, yielding results of most unequal value. Very few

countries have yet succeeded in establishing real educational plane

embracing a clear statement of targets, an explanation of the choices,

an order of priority, a set of measures affecting all levels of instruc

tion, precise calculation of cost and an assessment of the pattern of

financing "based upon available resources, Eduoational plans are linked

to economic development in but an imprecise manner, and ,at the bets.t of

times only via finanoial measures. Generally, educational and economic

plans are separately worked out, and their guiding criteria, aims, and

practioal application are different, and sometimes incompatible. .

30*. Furthermore, such planning as has been undertaken has .been mainly

concerned with aggregates and quantitative aspects -which are not:

sufficiently sensitive to the complex ;faotors put into motion by

education* .#o doubt, education rdfl.aa end in itself and its expansion

is both individually and socially.desirable as:such. Prom the economic

point of. view, however, this meraly leads to-wishing that education

receives a generous proportion, of .public money devoted to social ends,

in the same -way as health or social services. For some time past, it

has. been, suggested, that education be regarded as'an investment and not

as an item of consumption. This assertion cannot yet be rigourously '

proven since no satisfactory correlation between the portion of national

income allooated to education, and per oapita inoome or the growth rate

of the gross national produot has yet been established for the industrial

countries,—' This may be explained by the fact that education cannot "be

ft/iiihe aggregate: while it certainly has costs, it also has an

efficiency which cannot yet bo measured in quantitative terms, as is

done for industrial productivity (manhour product).
■■(■■:■

31• Thus, in order to assimilate education to growth models, it will be

necessary to possess not only quantitative data relating to cost but

also to economic retuns. It will thus become possible to determine

rationally what portion of national income or of investment resources is .

to be allocated to education, in keeping with the chosen developmental

See especially:

a) F. Edding: Internationale Tendenzen in der Entwioklung der Ausgaben fur
Sohulen und Soohschulen» Kiel 1958,

b} OEEC : Economio Growth and Investment in Education, Paris, Oot« 1959
o) OEEC s Targets for Education in Europe, by Svennilson, Edding and Elvin,

Oct. 196*1, particularly p. 96 and 134*
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rationally what portion of national income or of investment resources

is' to "be allocated to education, in keeping with the chosen develop—

Ttfental'aim. The attainment of this situation is as yet remote, since

qualitative criteria "by which an Educational system can "be evaluated

are lacking.: Educational planning thus calls for further prepress in

research. The following are the chief problems "before Onesoo and "the

research"institutions active in the new field known as the "economics

of education"; ■ - - (i ■-.'■

BDUCATirK AND GROWTH <

32. Over the :past years, economists, have been led to the study of the .

problems of economic growth, which in turn has induced, them to examine

the importance of fresh aspects, hitherto neglected in classical theory*

The worjc, of S. Kuznets and Sv Pabricant bearing on the long-term month .■

of. the. US. national product has shown that the "classic" factors

(invested capital, and labour) are only very partially responsible: fort,

the_ increase in grogs national product. The residue which cannot be

thus, accounted, for (over 6Cffo) must be attributed to what has been

called the "third factor" of growth. Without being able as yet to impute

a definite, order of magnitude to each, this "third factor!' is broken

down, jintp components identified as national organization, .organization

of the firm,, innovation and education. A new avenue of research is

the.reby opened for the determination of the contribution of education

to .economic growth. . . . ...-,,.

33. Seve.ral oases where this .contribution seems to have been significant

have already been, described; the spectacular economic progress of Jagan; ,

following the development, of education during the Meiji restoration, - t :.

the high productivity in Danish agriculture consequent upon a very

effective system of rural education and the exceptionally high industrial

growth rate of' the Soviet Union, where a large number of skilled engi

neers and technicians have become available. However striking these

instances may be^ they* do no more than illustrate a hypothesis which

cannot as yet be scientifically proven. .. ' ' ...,_
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THjS PROBL.Jft OP &DUCATIOiO.L COSTS

34. The first problem'to have attracted the planners' -attention is _ ■

that of educational costs. Recent educational expansion programmes have

led economists to measure these costs and to analyse their components^ .

capital and current expenses, the latter-made up of staff, equipment

and maintenance costs. Calculations have also teen made of per-pupil ...

cost, the cost of graduates "arid the unit cost of expanding facilities

at various educational levels. For this purpose, data has been

colleoted concerning public and private expenditures, family outlays

and the opportunity cost due to the inability of students to take up.

remunerative employment, etc. Such data, however, remain as yet in

complete and intractable to cross-national comparisons.

35. .The Netherlands iSconomic Institute has put out a study concerning

investment needs in the majority of underdeveloped countries in the

area of technical education and the training of highly skilled manpower,

for the decade 1960-1970-^. ....

36. Though only'rough indications are given and the results are highly

approximate, the methods employed seem rather interesting.

Three hypotheses underly the estimates: . .

1) An inorease in annual per capita income of: 2f> over tb.e decade 1960-1970;

2) Human investments are assumed to be linked with total investment, or

given sectoral investment, or national income; ■-._ ,; .■

3) The per student oost in technical, agricultural or natural sciences

is reckoned at US % 10,000 to 15,000.

The report submits four estimates based on ,. .

1) relationship with national income; ■■ ,•

2) relationship with total investment;

3) a given rise in the number of students; .: •,

4) a given rise in the supply of highly skilled manpower.

37. This method is interesting because the underlying assumptions seem

reasonable, if based on probing empirical enquiry. Such enquiries have

as yet to be conducted so that the necessary investment decisions appro

priate to a particular society can be examined in detail.

\l of. The need for pre-investiuoHt-aotivities -in the nerclvdeveloping

Countries.
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38. In their report for the Washington Conference^, Professors
Svennilson, Adding and Jlvin express the total cost of a student

age-rgroup. as followst . ..

; ,.. ..-. . . U « P . e. t. W. (1 + k)

where.,. ■■■■ ■.. .■■-.- ■ •_.....

U equals: total.expenditure for the age-group;

P equal*■ the total population falling within this age-group;
s ■ ■' ■

e equals the enrolment ratio.. .,,.,....

t equals pupil/teacher ratio .._ ...

W equals average annual teacher salary

(1 +k) equals relation, "between total per pupil cost'-and teacher cost

•I-*;; per pupil ; . ■ . . .

39.^ :If P is given, total expenditures varies with e, t, H and k.

,-■•; It ds obvious that e will increase considerably in all developing

countries, and for all age-groups.

r.t. In the. industrialized cpuntries, t shows a tendency to diminish

owing to shorter, teacher, working hours and as a result of the

development of technical ^education, where'the number of'students

i..o" ..is limited. In developing, countries, the shortage of teachers is

,. .the ohiof bottleneck and t/will '"iJe'vifflow for some time'yet.

Allowance must nevertheless be made for technicarprogress in pedagogy

-■-., ^(audio-visual aid.s). which may raise k,

V. Salaries are very hi* in most of the developing countries, particularly

in Africa, in relation,.to per capita income. I^'is possible that an

increase in the number'of teachers and the availability of audio-visual

aids may lower V. But in this case, t and k will increase.

k. Costs other than staff costs absorb about 4# of total expenditure in

ISuropean.countries., ;Jn developing, countries, these costs are high

•■&"" owing to the shortage of equipment, few classes etc.

-40. In.fact, per pupil oosts represent little uniformity so Icngas

the ^ost of ..each year- of study's not been determined/ It is not ■ ■'

W of. Targets for Jducation in iurope, p, 35-
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sufficient, to divide^ aggregate expenditure on primary education by

the number enrolled in order to obtain a satisfactory "production cost":

in underdeveloped countries there exists a very significant gap between

the cost, of the first year, when, staff costs are minimal since only

the least qualified teachers ar© used, and the cost of the six-fch year,

when the number of pupils is much lower owing to considerable drop-out,-

(in many African countries, fewer than one pupil in five reach the

last year of primary education, and fewer than one in six obtain their

primary studies certificate^ the number of pupils per teacher being

at this stage much lower,..and the teachers themselves more highly

qualified. In the same way, in protracted secondary education, oosts

are much lower for the first year (less qualified teachers, greater

number of pupils per class, less costly, equipment) than for the final

years. It is therefore necessary to replace the concept of per pupil

cost at different educational levels by.a concept of average cost for

each year of. study.

41 • A more rigorous calculation of costs will permit more acourate

financial projections. Yet it should be noticed that, by introducing

the notion of drop-out,, a fr.esji. aspect of education is broached: that

of its efficiency or output. ..

TH3 PH03L.M OF :3XJCATiCttT.lL.OUTPUT.

42. This is an essential factor for economists. Pictured as a

business, the purpose of which is to maximise knowledge, education

must beexamined not only from the side of costs and teaohers (inputs)

but also from the side of the finished produots, which are the trained

students (outputs). This, of course, is mainly a qualitative aspect

of education, more within the competence of eduoators than of economists.

But the aspect has not to date been adequately examined, chiefly because

educators naturally tend to concentrate on the best pupils and on sucoess

at examinations rather than on the leavers and the failures.

43. While awaiting specialised research on optimum average acquisition

of knowledge (or average development of aptitudes) for every year of study

or every educational level, the economist can measure efficiency by the

drop-out rate as between one year and the next or for an entire cycle.
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Fairly precise data on this point were gathered in Africa in 1961, in

Niger "by Unesco mission, in kali and the Ivory Coast by the I.^.D.J.o.

But the methodology' for this kind of enquiry has not yet "been perfected

and a yardstiok for drop-out measurement remains to "be defined. None

theless, such studies are of great interest to the educator, chiefly in

conneztion with the introduc'tion--6f new teaching methods through the

use of radio, the cinema or television. They can indicate the optimum

conditions ■ for the introduction1-ofr such new methods "by taking into

account both cost and output. .

44» It i.s not established that'instruction by radio is less costly

than the traditions1 variety,-but if it turns out to be much more'

efficient, the use- of radio may be considered advantageous as long as

an increment in efficiency' i"s less- expensive than its equivalent achieved

by traditional methods (replacement1 of poorly qualified teachers by

well-qualified ones>, cutting down on the: number of'pupils per class,1

etc.,)* Similar studios might than be undertaken of the" "profitabiifity"

of training poorly qualified teachers by setting the cost''6f-such

training.against-the improvement in the'"quality of teaching. Such

research shoul&; be based on controlled scientific pilot experiments

which would allow for the evaluation of costs and output inJrelation

to precise results,, the!'? interpretation being undertaken' by inter

disciplinary teams made up-of educators, sociologists and'economists.

45« Othar studies.have bsen made to measure the rate of return of

education in terms- of earnings^ chiefly by Prof. T. Schulta. He com

pares' individual outlays on-education (including public and private

expenditure as well as its opportunity cost) vrith aggregate additional

earnings-over the whole of professional life. The cost return ratio

is found to be 11^ for higher educations 12^ for secondary education '

and'40^ for primary education-in the United otate^-' . Such calculations

have not been mado for any of the developing countries, the lack of

reliable data making this unfeasable. Furthermore, the structure of

1/ Th. Schultsj: :^du^ation and Jconomic Growths 60th Yearbook of the

National oooie^y,. for the Study of Education, Part II, Chicago, 111...

1961.
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... salaries typical for these economies mdces the assumption that the ■

level: of individual earnings reflects an optimum situation for economic

development, highly questionable. Yet it would "be of the greatest

interest if criteria were defined to. permit the evaluation of education

.in;na"£ioftal rather than individual terms, by treating education as: a

factor of productivity. ; Studies-mJLght be undertaken to compare produc

tivity as between several firms employing workers possessing various

levels of skill and.training.

HHE FHQJECTION OP MANPOWER BE3DS .

46. .All the above research suggestions are important, but results; :

oan hardly be awaited.before educational plans are worked out. At .

present, one of the most -urgent problems for study which would permit

educational plans to be linked to economic planning, is that of projeot-

ing manpower needs. Several studies were recently undertaken in Afrioa.

In Nigeria,, -the Commission reporting on Post-School Certificate and

Higher-education based its recommendations on a.study of the needs for

senior and intermediate personne^by Prof. Harbison. . In Tuni-sia, ,a

Unesco mission attempted to forecast skilled manpower needs in- industry

in order to recommend suitable measures affecting technical education.

Such work is of fundamental importance if the educational system is to , ■" ;

be geared to.economic development trends. Yet the problems encountered

are as yet far ifcom having been satisfactorily solved, and call for . ■; ■

further.vinvestigation. ■ -■ ■ ■'■;.■' 0 :■ ■

47- Several difficulties are encountered! , ■

a) As:4nall interdisciplinary work, economists and educators adopt

different assumptions. To shape an educational system, long-term

measures must, be taken, covering at; leasrfc ten, and preferably fifteen;

or twenty years.; Educational^ .reforms yield results only after a prp-.

traoted period during which,teachers are trained, buildings construc

ted, pupils taugh-t*. Planning techniques do not allow for such ;

long-tsrm projections: most African countries have development plans,

oovering 2, 3 or 5 years. jLven in the industrialised countries,

longrterm projections in the economic sphere^are,still very- much ;

in the preliminary research stage. Further, educational plans must
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often be worked out in the absence of any economic-planning Whatsoever.

iiJconomists who collaborate in the working out of'manpower projections

therefore mostly have to "base their estimates on "reasoned hypotheses"

'■ ratMer than 'on detailed plans*

b) i&coept'in socialist countries, economic plane do not generally include

'definite employment programmes. Until recently, it was considered -

that the market mechanism could be left freely to adjust the supply

of to the demand for labour. Statistics -coiiOerning the occupational

structure of practically all countries- are- naturally available-* but

turn out to be of limited usefulness when it comes to determining ■

levels of training and qualification. Glassification into skilled, ''■

semi-skilled and unskilled' jobs Is very hazy; in the figure's for -

'tlie''underdeveloped countries, workers in the modern and the tra-

1 l-di1;*ional: sectors are lumped together under a single category, A

recent ILO study—'eh'ovs that an optimum use'of human resources

°is not amongst the targets to be found in the economic plans of

under-developed countries. This explains why economists still

'lack criteria by which to choose between capital-intensive-and

labour-intensive 'techniques, !

48. ■-' Work recently undertaken in Puerto Rico, Italy (by SVIMi3Z) and

France '("by 1ft© Commissariat du Plan)'to determine manpower needs in

1975 is still in the experimental stage. Assumptions'made about

changes in productivity were based on analogies with* countries already '*>■

at a higher level of development, but the next fifteen years will no

doubt witness the coming of as yet unforseeable innovations and changes,

just as the particular natural, institutional1 and apolitical situation

in each country will have repuroussioris on its economic development.

Suoh difficulties' are inherent in all long-term' projec-tions wftere

coefficients, which may be assumed to be constant in the short ruiti,

vary significantly (and in a non-linear manner). The result is a ■.--■--

complex of equations not amenable to operational maniiiuiatfon.- ■'■ - "■''-

1/ Les objeotifs d'emplbi dans le developpement eeonQiftique:, Geneve^ 1961.
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49, Also, those skill-levels appropriate to a classification of the

labour force according to levels of training have not.yet-been suffi

ciently closely defined. The international classification of employ

ments set up by ILO (the I3C0 system) is intended to identify oocupa- ,

tions but does nothing to facilitate groupings by training levels. It

would be necessary to base the analysis of the active population on

common criteria defining both occupational qualifications and the

nature of workers' training to allow for manpower projections to be

translated into targets'for educational planning. The first pieoes

of work in this field actually tackled this difficulty. For. Kigeria,

Prof. Harbison distinguished between senior personnel (of whom two-

thirds have received, or^re to receive university education) and

intermediate personnel (whose level of training would correspond to „

secondary education.) In'a later document submitted to O^iK), he ■ .-■■

submits a four-fold classification system based on four levels of

training. -■•.... . -. ■ , .■;....

50. The fifteen-year projections" of SVII-i^Z and the Frenoh Planning-.

Office had to be based on'manpower statistics which were difficult

to interpret since there is considerable uncertainty about" the train-,

ing levels of those described as unskilled, serai-skilled or skilled

workers, and those described as office workers.. A glance, at -the

desirable spread of skills in the Indian labour force by 19T5jPOs.es ...

the question of' the ability of the country's educational system to meet

these needs; 27% unskilled workers (8 years of schooling)-, 4t$ skilled

workers (10 years of schooling); 21% intermediate personnel.and 12% ,

senior personnel." ' '~ .-.'...-.. ..

51. : In France, two methods were used to forecast 1970 manpower needsr

the first extrapolates past trends to classify the future occupational

structure (aocording to demographic projections) into .seven skill'

categories, submitting these-figuSSs ;'to the commissions representing

the principal sectors*of the eooribmy for perusal, while the second .

consists of setting up hypotheses concerning expected changes in :

productivity linked to estimates concerning sectoral physical output,
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along the lines also adopted by .3TO*JZ. The results obtained by these^

two methods are, however-, still incomplete and hardly seam compatible:

they are muoh more conservative in the first case than in the second.

52. In order to base manpower projections more solidly, it would

be useful if comparable data were available concerning the occupation

al structure of the working populations according to productive seotors

and level of training in a number of countries. It would then be

possible to compare the ocoupational pyramids of countries at different

stages of development, which would indicate what training targets

could relevantly be aimed at, assuming for example that the pro

ductivity of a certain seotor in country A would, within a given

period (t ), attain the level achieved in country B in tQ.

53. Vhat is still Poking is an agreed international, classification

system with an appropriate unit of measurement. It would appear that,

this could be set up by following the method currently adopted by

Unesco to create international standards concerning technical education,

which define levels of training by the number of years of study-

required to attain'them. In keeping with this, the following catego

ries are distinguished for an industrialized European country? unski

lled labour (compulsory education period); skilled labour, identified

as 6.3 (three y6ars of technical education following upon primary edu

cation); technicians-, 6.6 (six years of technical education, equi

valent to protracted secondary education); engineers 6.6.4 (four years

of higher technical education following upon secondary education).

54. This method could be extended to the working population at large

by determing what is the average level of training corresponding

to"' ah- average set of qualifications in a given country. Tables can

then be drawn up by sector (such sectors should coincide with those

used in the national accounts so. as to facilitate long-term projections);

the tables would show, on the one handj the number of years of study y,

for each level of qualification and,, on the other, the.number of ,

workers at each of these levels.
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55< For instance, for the manufacturing industries sector with

10,000 workers:

Qualification an* training .levels . Number of workers

1. Engineers 6.6.4 ... ■ . . 200

la, other senior personnel 6.6.4. 100

2. technicians Eind intermediate personnel 6.6 ■ 350

3. skilled foremen 6.4 . ■ ■ . 350

4* skilled workers 6.3 ..- 3>3OO

4a. office staff 6.3 . 1,000

5- semi-skilled..and unskilled workers 6,2 . . 4,700 ,

. .. .,, :,, , . .• . . :.: . ..■ ., Total 10,000;

56. If.a;year of training^is..tak;env.as, the "basic unit, suoh tables-

can be 4rawn up, for all. sectors, the grand total representing the

whole of the working population, "broken down -by the number of those

having received university-level education, protracted or short

secondary education, etc.. 3?his is similar to Prof. Sohulta! s. approach

for assessing the "stock of education" of the population of the USA,

divided up by sectors. ... ..■.-.

57. Projected manpower calculations oan -be presented in the form of

similar tables. If it .is assumed, for. example, that,a net increase

of 1OC$ in /the output of the manufacturing industries sector will take

place in 15; years with, constant productivity, then the manpower needs

at the end of this, period will be exactly twioe thos« shown in the

tabls above.,, t But higher productivity can also be taken into, account,'

involving an adaustment to the occupational pyramid by a prooedure

analogous to...the distribution of training levels for a country B at

a level of development comparable to; that to which country ,A aspires-.

58« This would make .^t possible to assess the stock of education

at the beginning and at the end of a period, which, in turn3 would. .

permit the plotting of a.strategy of education appropriate to deve

lopment from a given level to a higher target level. In dynamic

terms this would involve a. calculation of the number of graduates put

out at each level of the educational system so as to ensure the desired
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structural modification of the labour force. :

59« In the underdeveloped countries, such studies must not "be limited

to the modern industrial, agricultural or commercial .sectors since

the mobilization of the traditional sectors is in fact one of the

essential targets of development plans. It is necessary, in such

a context to calculate needs for qualified personnel to staff the

various development projects included in the plan, such as for exam

ple, the number of village animators, of agricultural extension

officers, etc.. It is also possible to calculate the skill-distri

bution necessary where labour-intensive techniques are used, the

success of which is determined in large measure by the training pyramids

the proportion of one foreman to. one hundred unskilled workers may

permit no more than nawying work to be undertaken "but a proportion

of five skilled and twenty semi-skilled workers to one hundred workers

may allow for considerably more complex and productive jobs to /be ,.

undertaken.. In a country where the shortage of oapital severly

limits the number of employment outlets in the modern seotor, education

may thus play the role of an employment multiplier since the training

of five skilled and. ten semi-skilled workers would permit the

employment of about one hundred unskilled workers to productive purpose,

60* It can thus be seen that, the problem of lon^*term manpower

projection, affects not only educational planners but also economists

and labour specialists. Furthermore, all types of training whiob.

are presently.studied discretely, must be encompassed, which means.

that distinctions between professional training, teohnical education,

agricultural education,, training, within business and in-servioe

training must be overcome.. Such an overall study of the planning

of human-.xesources presents an opportunity for closer collaboration

between the United Nations, Unesoo, and its other Specialised Agencies,.,

experts and, researchers.

6l. It also, calls for careful co-ordination so that the most effi

cient use ,of technical .and financial means oan be made. It is for,this

purpose that, in March 1962 and in accordance with the wish expressed
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at the Conference of African States on the Development of Eduoation

in Africa, Uneaoo is organising:\a:meeting of the-Ministers of Bduoa-

tion of African States to put.the Addis Ababa plan into operation*

This meeting will allow the ministers to study ways of integrating

national and external efforts and to define the manner in which

consultations of the same nature can regularly take place in the

future. ■. . . ■

62. It has been the purpose of this paper to examine the problems

of educational planning as these relate to economic planning. However,

such planning mus.t take into acoount other factors, notably the social

faotors and it is on-this note that, it is; appropriate to conclude...

Problems of cost, output and professional training cannot be. treated

inrthe abstract, Education is for people who belong to an ethnio

group or a society or a State and who speak a particular language*

It must therefore be adapted to the milieu in which it is dispensed

so that the trained population is not estranged from -its own sooiety

but oan, on the country, contribute effectively to its economic de

velopment. Planning must always take into account the inter-dependenoe

of social phenomena and social variables. For example, academio fai

lures oan be considered as so many symptoms of maladjustment: the

maladjustment of education, of teachers and of pupils. Absenteeism

and drop-out on account of failure, abandonment or repetition must

be seen in their relationship to the family, rural emigration, the

tempo of agricultural work and customs of all sorts. On the other

hand, a rise in the rates of pay, either on the national soale or

within the individual firm, does not necessarily imply a rise in

oosts if its effect is to settle the labour force and thus avert delays

and overheads occasioned by its instability.

63. At a higher level, there remains, of course, the choice between

mass eduoation and elite education which is primarily a political

problem, yet calls for a nice sense of balance. No development is

possible without an elite, provided that such an elite does not

constitute a foreign body within society; mass eduoation, on the

contrary, establishes communication, makes possible meaningful
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exchanges 'between the leaders and the governed, promotes the spread

of information and innovation, all of which are essential-components

of progress, Educational planning cannot really succeed unless it

is undertaken as part of a total perspective embracing both the

economic and the social aspeot of development.

A summary of work done in the field of educational planning in.. .-■

Africa during the recent years presented in an annex to this paper gives

the essential elements of the plans for education which have oeen

worked out or-in the process of elaboration. These plans are analysed

according to the same method : objective aimed at, methods of elabora

tion, analysis of the education system/ proposals, means of realization

both human, and financial.

This annex is issued as an addendum to this paper under the symbol

K/CN.14/ESi/22/add.1♦




